Pearl Smithern’s Newly Released “GOD SKY 1: Cry, Never” Is a Startling Supernatural Novel Set in Ancient Rome Following Three Biblical Apostles

“GOD SKY 1: Cry, Never” from Christian Faith Publishing author Pearl Smithern is an immersive, unique book in two parts that presents a Christmas play as well as a supernatural novel that follows the life and adventures of three apostles—Simon Peter, John Mark, and Andrew—as well as Anna, Leisa, and other unforgettable characters running amok in Rome during the reign of Nero.

MEADVILLE, Pa. (PRWEB) November 22, 2018 -- “GOD SKY 1: Cry, Never”: an entertaining biblical drama. “GOD SKY 1: Cry, Never” is the creation of published author Pearl Smithern, the fifth child in the family born in the Great Depression who went on to become a longtime contributor to children’s ministry.

Smithern writes, “People love to experience supernatural happenings. You may have experienced some of these in your life—a miracle, answered prayer, a touch from God, a supernatural healing, an angel experience—and not always realized that it was the hand of God.

God’s enlightening handiwork S.K.Y. will take you back to the Bible era in Roman times with Nero and the apostle Simon Peter, John Mark, and Andrew. You will gain insight into Bible times through a look at the family life of Simon and Anna. These characters exhibit the same human feelings as in our modern day such as portrayed in the fictional death of Anna’s father.

Peter’s life spills over onto John Mark’s when he finds himself running and hiding on a ship with Peter’s writings in his hand.

The rough and ruthless Mugface with Etan, his cat, become unforgettable characters. Can Mugface be trusted?

Mark’s mother knows Leisa and the great Herodias in whose house Leisa works along with her father. Then one day a smile from a fish peddler man in the Jerusalem courtyard came Leisa’s way while she was shopping. Andrew was a good brother to Simon Peter, both sharing a common grief.

In an intriguing way, Andrew’s life interconnects with Leisa’s. Was it love, a touch, a smile, or was it laughter? Leisa ponders this question while holding Andrew’s supernatural S.K.Y. sandals.”

Published by Christian Faith Publishing, Pearl Smithern’s new book is an intriguing work of fiction that explores the potential of a new cast of characters to shed light on the old canonical ones.

Smithern will surprise the reader with twists of her imagination that will immerse them in an ancient time that feels as real, vivid, and relevant as any contemporary novel.

View a synopsis of “GOD SKY 1: Cry, Never” on YouTube.

Consumers can purchase “GOD SKY 1: Cry, Never” at traditional brick & mortar bookstores, or online at Amazon.com, Apple iTunes store, or Barnes and Noble.
For additional information or inquiries about “GOD SKY 1: Cry, Never”, contact the Christian Faith Publishing media department at 866-554-0919.
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